Grandperate! Aluta Continua! Victorious, now hard attend. SWAPO website as the SWAPO Cde. Administrator, please post and venues as soon as they are.

Also available on the SWAPO Calendar.

Posted by Cde. Katutura kaNamibia, I will upload all start rally dates and venues as soon as they are confirmed. Continue checking the SWAPO Calendar.

Posted by Cde. Katutura kaNamibia Cde. Administrator please post all the upcoming SWAPO Start rallies and meetings on the website as the SWAPO members must also the sympathizers, can’t wait to attend. SWAPO United, SWAPO Victorious, Now, Work! Ahuta Continua!

 Posted by Cde. Kamunyeta, whk

Now that we are face to the other local and regional council elections I am appealing to the electorate of SWAPO PARTY, to look serious to the unemployment issues, to make sure after the election they create conducive environment for the job creation, there are many projects that can be done to alleviate the unemployment, on the other hand, I had stated sometime ago it is the issue to build the sport stadium in Eenhana and Outapi.

I was happy to see that the Eenhana had already the area earmarked (where the stadium will be), what is needed is to start the capital project, imagine how many people will be employed to say for the period of two to three years?

One thing for sure is that sport is such important in human kind therefore democracy should start to encourage the building of sport complexes and facilities, Hope we have seen soccer stadium in Outapi and Eenhana by 2015. Cde. It specifically mentions that sport is such important in human kind therefore democracy should start to encourage the building of sport complexes and facilities, Hope we have seen soccer stadium in Outapi and Eenhana by 2015.
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